‘Baywatch’ Creator, ‘Soul Surfer’ Writer, Michael Berk Signs Three Picture
Production Deal With the StereoVision/REZN8 Entertainment Group
HOLLYWOOD, CA. (Marketwire: 4/11/2013) StereoVision Entertainment Inc. (OTC:SVSN)
announced today that they have signed Baywatch creator Michael Berk to Produce three of their
motion pictures from his original scripts.
“We’ve developed these 3D film projects with Michael over the years, and with the global
footprint for digital 3D theatres finally to the point where 3D screens are available to
independent’s, we’re leveraging Michael’s international recognition and talent as a successful
television and movie writer/producer to bring these projects to the screen.” said StereoVision’s
CEO Jack Honour. “Michael’s show ‘Baywatch’ is in the Guinness Book of World Records as
the most watched TV show in history with over 1 billion people viewing worldwide every week,
and ‘Soul Surfer’ became the highest grossing live-action surf movie of all time. Everyone on
the StereoVision/REZN8 team is excited about working with Michael and establishing some new
world records together.”
Michael Berk added, “I look forward to working with Jack and REZN8’s dynamic new CEO
Tatiana Derovanessian, REZN8’s Academy Award winning CCO Harvey Lowry, and REZN8’s
9-time Emmy Award winning Founder and Special Projects Director Paul Sidlo, whose work I’m
very familiar with and have a lot of respect for. I’m excited about commencing preproduction
and casting and producing these projects, particularly now that StereoVision and REZN8 have
joined forces and created a powerful new 3D Production Company.”
Stereo Vision Entertainment Inc. (http://stereovision.com) Headquartered in Los Angeles, Ca.,
Stereo Vision is a publicly traded company focused on the delivery of high-quality, low-cost 3D
entertainment content. SVE's business is driven by the acquisition and production of cutting edge
3D media assets. Responding to the growing demand for 3D content, Stereo Vision is developing
a wide variety of 3D Intellectual Properties and technologies for the many new 3D distribution
platforms. http://Facebook.com/TeamS3D
REZN8 Inc. (http://rezn8.com) An SVE wholly owned subsidiary. Founded in 1987 the 9 time
Emmy Award winning Hollywood based REZN8 is well known throughout the Industry for
developing the media vision for a broad spectrum of domestic and international clients across a
wide range of platforms including broadcast, film, Internet, wireless, and video games. REZN8 is
an acknowledged leader in 3D broadcast graphics and animation, and is a pioneer in the design
and development of graphical user interfaces (GUI). REZN8 has developed identity packages
for, NBC, ABC, CBS Sports, Entertainment Tonight, Fox, HBO, VH-1, Sci-Fi Channel, and
Showtime. REZN8 has also been one of Microsoft's primary outside design sources for graphical
user interface (GUI) including GUI design and development for Microsoft XBOX, Microsoft
Home Media Center, Microsoft Windows XP, and Microsoft's Home of the Future.
Safe Harbor Statement: Except for historical information, this news release may contain
"forward-looking statements" within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933,
and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.
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